Expand your hands-on training program with our LION Modular Training Props. Cost-effectively create endless fire scenarios to meet even the most unique training objective.

Each Modular Fire Training Prop works directly with the same control system that powers the Vehicle, Helicopter and Pressure Vessel Fire Training Props to help you make the most of your training system.

A single platform for all your training needs

INTERCHANGEABLE PROPS
FOR EFFECTIVE AND REALISTIC TRAINING

Specifications

PILOT AND BURNER CONTROL MODULE
The industrial grade forced-air pilot guarantees reliable ignition, even under the most demanding circumstances. This unit connects directly to stand-alone props such as the Pressure Vessel or Stove Fire Training Prop or can be used in conjunction with the Four-Zone Burner Tray for use with the Helicopter, Vehicle, Dumpster, and Electric Motor Fire Training Props. Now that you have our control system, easily add on the props for a fraction of the cost.

ELECTRIC MOTOR FIRE TRAINING PROP
The Electric Motor Fire Training Prop recreates a large-scale industrial motor electrical fire. Using multiple burn-zones on the burner tray, this prop can create electrical fire scenarios from incipient stage motor fires to fully involved fires with extension to surrounding materials.

TRASH CAN FIRE TRAINING PROP
The Trash Can Fire Training Prop demonstrates high capacity roll-out container fires and features a working lid for realistic attack procedures. Challenge firefighters to approach the fire, use a hand tool to safely open the lid, and extinguish the fire. As it sits directly on the burn tray, multiple burn zones can be activated to surround the prop, simulating fire extension.

SPLIT PIPE FLANGE FIRE TRAINING PROP
The Split Pipe Flange Fire Training Prop system challenges trainees to use the proper firefighting techniques when faced with a leaking combustible fluid or vapor fire situation from a pipe joint and valve assembly. The fire source can be extinguished by applying the right amount and type of agent, by turning off the “valve,” or at any time by releasing the control dead-man switch.

OPTIONAL TRANSPORT TRAILER
(Product availability and design may differ based on market location)
Transport your Advanced Fire Training Systems and Props to and from the training site with the aluminum flat deck trailer. The transport trailer features tandem axles with electric brakes and a commercial grade anchoring system. Quickly load and unload props with the remote control winch. Optional features include a generator, tongue mounted storage compartment, propane storage, electric tongue jack, spare tire and electric roll-up reels.

NOTE: Product availability and design may differ based on market location.